Addendum #1
Date:

August 20, 2020

Project Name/ Client:

Bucks County Free Library (BCFL)

Project Name:

Levittown Branch Window Replacement

Project Address:

7311 New Falls Rd, Levittown, PA 19055

TO ALL BIDDERS:
This addendum shall modify the Bid Drawings and Specifications as herein noted and delineated.
The Contractor shall so note the changes and modify the bid proposal accordingly. This addendum shall, in total,
be added to the Contract Documents for the above referenced project.

PROJECT CLARIFICATIONS:
1. Clarification: BCFL will accept substitutions for a similar product only. Windows must be wood
framed with extruded aluminum clad exterior. Bidders must submit specifications for any
proposed substitutes.

2. Bidder Question: “The details for the new lintels refer back to structural drawings, but there are none.”
Answer: The GC is responsible for the sizing of new lintels.

3. Question: “What is the detail for extending the wiring for the exterior lights?”
Answer: GC to install junction boxes above the ceiling as required to make connections with
wiring to relocated wall pack fixtures.

4. Question: “The window head detail calls out for the existing flashing to remain above the lintel. Do you
want to install new?”
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Answer: Yes. The GC should install new flashing above the new lintels at W1, W2, and W3 window
locations. See revised detail on the A.2 sheet.

5. Question: “Will you accept alternate window substitutions? (eg. Pella, Andersen) If so does this have to
be before bid or can we submit after?” “Would you accept an aluminum window in lieu of metal-clad? If it
meets the sightlines and warranty items?”
Answer: Refer to Clarification #1. Any substitutions must be submitted along with bids.

End of Addendum #1
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